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I. INTRODUCTION
M ULTIMEDIA data on the internet is growing at an exponential rate and according to one estimate 1 , around three-quarter of internet traffic currently consists of videos. It is expected to grow more in coming years. This clearly demands methods which can automatically analyze the contents of these multimedia data. Automatically analyzing multimedia data is necessary for their successful indexing, search and retrieval as required by the end application. Audio Event Detection (AED) or Sound Event Detection deals with the problem of automatically analyzing the audio content of these multimedia data with respect to different sound events. Besides being important for content based search and retrieval of videos on the web, AED plays a vital role in other areas as well. Sounds are crucial to our understanding of the environment around us, and the next generation of artificial intelligence systems requires capabilities to recognize, understand and interpret sounds just as humans can. Hence, AED is essential for improving human-computer interaction as well. Voice-based smart assistants such as Google Home, Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri, etc. can draw context-related information using AED 2 and can improve their interaction with users by using such information. Another important application is surveillance. The importance of audio based surveillance has been known and studied for a long time [1] . Audio does not require "line of sight" and are relatively easier to capture and transmit for surveillance purposes.
The development of large-scale audio event detection systems has been hindered for a long time by the availability of a large labeled dataset. The problem primarily lies in annotating audio recordings for sound events. Annotating audio recordings with time stamps of occurrences of sound events is a difficult, time consuming and an expensive task. This is evident in the small scale of several sound event datasets and challenges released in the last decade or so [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . The scale here refers to both (1) amount of available training data for each event and (2) vocabulary of sound events. Labeled audio recordings with time stamps are often referred to as strongly labeled data [7] . Hence, supervised learning methods which rely on event exemplars for training, or in other words time stamped information to extract out event exemplars, is not expected to be a scalable approach to AED, as large amounts of strongly labeled data is very hard to come by.
Audio event detection using weakly labeled data, proposed in [7] , addresses the problems of strongly labeled data. In weakly labeled audio data, only the presence of absence of an event is known. That is an audio recording is just tagged with respect to an event. For example, for an audio recording which might be several minutes long, we just know whether a sound event, say dog barking occurred or not. No other information such as time stamps or count of occurrences of dog barking within the recording is known. Hence for weak labels, manually tagging audio recordings with weak labels is much easier compared to annotating them with timestamps of events. Moreover, as highlighted in [8] , weak labels also address ambiguities or interpretation issues (faced by annotators), in defining the boundaries of sound events. It also opens up the possibility of training AED systems from the vast amount of audio (or video) data available on the web. Metadata associated with web audios (or videos) can be used to obtain weak labels for audio recordings, which can further reduce labeling effort.
Overall, learning audio events using weakly labeled data is a promising paradigm to scale audio event detection. Several methods have been proposed for weakly supervised training of sound events. AED with weak labels is now a task in the annual IEEE AASP sound event and scene classification challenge as well (DCASE 2017 [9] , DCASE 2018
3 ). Audioset [10] , a large scale weakly labeled audio event dataset have further helped accelerate research in this direction.
However, learning sound events from weakly labeled data comes with its own set of problems and challenges. Although, several methods (see related work section) have been proposed for AED using weak labels in the last couple of years, a deeper understanding and analysis of the problems and challenges arising in large-scale AED using weak labels is entirely missing. In this paper, we take a closer look at AED using weakly labeled data. We first describe a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based approach for large-scale audio event detection using weak labels. We then propose different ways in which "label noise" naturally manifests itself into weak label paradigm for sound events. These characteristics of weak label learning are then analyzed to understand how they affect the generalization capabilities of the trained model. This analysis and understanding is not only desirable but necessary for further development of audio event detection using weakly labeled data. One needs to factor in these characteristics when developing a learning algorithm.
The primary motivation behind weak label learning is that it shows a way to scale the learning process by easing the data acquisition and labeling process. Primarily its significance lies in the fact that it is a learning paradigm where data from the web can be exploited. However, it comes at the cost of noise in the training data. This aspect of weakly supervised learning has been explored in the field of computer vision, [11] [12] [13] to cite a few.
However for sounds, weakly supervised learning has only recently come up and the impact and relevance of factors such as noise in the data is yet to be analyzed, understood and explored. This paper is an attempt in that direction. For sounds, weakly labeled data from the web (such as YouTube) contains noise primarily in two forms, Signal noise and Label noise. We use the term signal noise to refer to a variety of signal degrading factors. Often, consumer-generated web audios or videos are recorded under unstructured conditions. Occurrences of sound events of interests are often corrupted by either noise and/or events of which are not of interest. The recording conditions, environments, styles, instruments can all lead to huge intra-class variations. This does make the problem much more challenging. The focus of this work, however, is on analyzing the other type noise in weakly supervised learning of sounds, namely, the Label noise.
Label noise in weakly labeled audio occurs naturally in different ways. In this work, we consider two important factors. The first one is the Label Density. Label density signifies the portion of the recording (out of the total length) during which the tagged sound event is actually present in the recording. Consider an example. We have an audio recording (R 1 ) of 10 seconds containing only a total of 1 second of the tagged event in it and another audio recording (R 2 ) of the same duration in which the tagged event is present for 3 http://dcase.community/challenge2018/ a total of 5 seconds. Clearly, the density of labeled event in R 2 is higher. In other words, R 1 in its entirety, is a weaker representation of the event compared to R 2 . We can define label density noise as a measure of weakness of a given audio recording with respect to the tagged audio event.
The second form of label noise comes from the actual wrong labeling of the audio recordings. Sound events can often be hard to interpret, and this might lead to wrong labels, even when the labeling is done manually. This becomes a bigger problem when we work on large scale, with a large number of audio events. For example, Audioset which have been manually labeled; the quality of the labels has been roughly estimated to be less than 90% 4 for several events. The problem can grow by several folds when we try to mine the data directly from the web and obtain weak labels by exploiting the associated metadata. In this case, a considerable portion of the weak labels is expected to be wrong. We refer to this form of label noise as label corruption noise.
Clearly, label density noise is an inherent characteristic of weak label learning. Corrupt weak labels can also easily occur and hence often the two forms of noises are simultaneously present. This is especially true for weakly labeled data obtained from the web in which no manual labeling effort was employed. We try to understand these factors by empirically analyzing the performance of a state-of-art CNN based method for weakly labeled audio event classification. We first describe our CNN based approach for weakly supervised training of sound events in Section III. We then describe the different label noises in details and the corresponding experimental design to analyze them in Section IV. We discuss our experiments and results in Section V and then conclude in Section VI. An overview of related works is given in the next section.
II. RELATED WORK
Some of the earliest works on automated content analysis of audio recordings were done for content based retrieval of audio recordings [14] [15] . Other earlier works focused on the detection of specific audio events such as gunshots and screams for surveillance purposes [16] [17] . Analyzing different type of acoustic features and time-frequency representations with different types of classifiers is central to these works. More recently, Audio event detection research has started to receive much more attention, primarily due to its application in a wide range of systems; beyond the obvious content-based retrieval of multimedia data and surveillance. Human-computer interaction [18] , smart devices including voice-based assistants 5 , smart homes and health monitoring systems [19] [20] [21] , [22] , wildlife monitoring [23] , all require automated audio content analysis in terms of sound events.
Several fully supervised learning methods have been proposed in the last few years for audio event detection. For example, [24] used a GMM-HMM architecture similar to speech recognition for AED. Bag of audio words representation built over different features is a popular and widely used representation, often combined with different classifiers [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] . Taking cues from sound source separation where Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) have been very successful, NMF has been exploited in a variety of ways for audio event detection [29] , [30] . More recently several deep learning methods, especially using Convolutional Neural Networks [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] have been proposed for audio event classification and detection. However, as pointed out earlier, fully supervised learning of sound events cannot be scaled due to difficulties in creating large-scale strongly labeled datasets.
[7] first proposed weak label learning for generic sound events. The authors formulated it as a Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) [35] problem and used Support Vector Machine (SVM) and feedforward neural network based MIL methods as learning algorithms. Note that, although the training is done using weakly labeled data where temporal information is not available, the authors showed that temporal localization is possible. MIL methods often suffer from scalability issues, especially iterative methods such as miSVM [36] in which an SVM is solved at each iteration. [37] proposed scalable MIL methods for audio event classification using weak labels. The primary idea is to embed bags into vector representations and change the hypothesis space to full supervised methods. In this process, however, temporal localization capabilities are lost.
Several deep neural networks based methods have been recently proposed for weakly supervised audio event detection. A significant chunk of these methods use convolutional neural networks [38] , [8] , [39] , [40] . [8] is based on the idea that one can design a CNN to scan and produce outputs at small segments (say 1 second) and then map these segments level outputs to full recording level outputs. Once this mapping is achieved one can compute loss and train the network, as weak labeling gives labels at full recording level. This idea also forms the basis of the approach taken in this work. [38] operates at frame level and combines CNN with event-specific Gaussian filters to produce recording level outputs before computing loss. [39] combines CNN with recurrent architecture to incorporate attention in the learning framework. CNN's operate on small (32 milliseconds) duration windows and the outputs from these CNN's are fed into a recurrent neural network to produce recording level outputs for computing loss. Although the idea of having a recurrent architecture following a CNN seems promising, the proposed method in the current form is not feasible for long duration (say several minutes long) audio recordings efficiently. Our CNN based method used in this work is capable of handling long and varying duration audio recordings. Another work [34] , ignores the weakly labeled nature of web data and trains well known CNN architectures such as VGG [41] , ResNet [42] by making strong label assumptions. However, [40] shows that it is beneficial to treat weakly labeled data as such.
Weak label learning for sound events has also been now incorporated as a task in the annual IEEE challenge on sound events and acoustic scenes (DCASE 2017 [9] , DCASE 2018 6 ). A small subset of Audioset is used in the challenge. Most of 6 http://dcase.community/ the top performing methods on the weak label task in DCASE 2017 7 relied on convolutional neural networks. The central theme of noise in weak label learning paradigm for sounds is completely missing from the literature to the best of our knowledge. Perhaps the closest related work in this respect is [43] . [43] acknowledges the theme of noise in weakly supervised learning and proposed that it can be addressed by a unified learning framework which learns simultaneously from strongly and weakly labeled data. The authors proposed that this unified learning framework can be formulated as a constraint form of semi-supervised learning. A graph-based constraint semi-supervised learning method is then proposed as the solution. However, a more in-depth analysis; showing how label noise in different forms can manifest itself in weakly supervised learning has not been undertaken. Moreover, the proposed graph-based is hard to scale for a large amount of audio data. For example, we consider experiments on over 360 hours of audio data. The constraint optimization problem described in [43] work can be very difficult to solve on such large datasets.
III. CNN FOR WEAKLY LABELED AUDIO
Our CNN for weakly labeled AED is designed for logmel spectrograms as input. An audio recording is represented by X ∈ R n × m logmel spectrograms. n is the number of logmel frames and m is the number of Mel-filters used in the representation. For the purposed of discussion in this section, we will use m = 128 and hence an audio recording is represented by a time-frequency matrix X ∈ R nX128 . We will use the term "frame" to refer to the i th 128 dimensional time frame, "segment" to represent a small segment of the whole audio recording. In terms of logmel features a segment is a collection of k continuous frames (k×128 matrix). For example, k = 128 represents can represent a 1.5 second segment. The details of logmel features are provided in experiments section.
Given a collection of weakly labeled recordings (X i , y i ), the goal is to design a network architecture which can learn from this weakly labeled dataset. We would expect the network to factor in the fact that the labels are weak. We have a label for the whole recording but that labeled event need not be present in the whole recording. Moreover, the network should be able to handle audio recordings of variable length as the recordings can be a few seconds long or may be even a few minutes long. The primary idea here is to design the network such that we can predict posteriors of the presence of the events at small segments (say 1 or 1.5 seconds), and then map these segment level posteriors to recording level posteriors. Once we have the recording level posteriors we can compute the loss with respect to the available recording level labels and then train the network using backpropagation.
A. CNN Architecture
The ideas outlined in previous paragraph are conceptualized by the network shown in Figure 1 , referred to as WAL-Net. Fig. 1 . Weak Audio Label (WAL-Net) for Audio Events. The layer blocks from L1 to L6 consists of 2 or 1 convolutional layers followed by max pooling. L8 represents segment level output which is further mapped by the global average pooling layer P to produce recording level output. The loss is then computed with respect to the target recording level labels.
The blocks of layers L1 to L5 consists of two convolutional layers followed by a max pooling layer. The convolutional layers consists of batch normalization before non-linear activation function. ReLU (max(0, x)) [44] is used in all layers from L1 to L6. 3×3 convolutional filters are used in all layers from L1 to L6. Stride and padding values are fixed to 1. The number of filters employed in different layers is as follows, {L1: 16, L2:32, L3:64, L4:128, L5:256, L6:512 }. Note that L1 to L6 consists of two convolutional layers followed by max pooling. Both convolutional layers in these blocks employ same number of filters. The max pooling operation is applied over a window of size 2 × 2. Logmel inputs are treated as single channel inputs.
The convolutional layers in L1 does not change the height and width of input. The max pooling operation reduces the size by a factor of 2. For example, a recording consisting of 128 logmel frames that is an input of size X ∈ R 1×128×128 , will produce and output of size 16 × 64 × 64 after L1. This design aspect applies to all layer blocks from L1 to L6 and hence 1 × 128 × 128 input will produce a 512 × 2 × 2 output after L6. L7 is a convolutional layer with 1024 filters of size 2 × 2. Once again ReLU activation is used. Stride is again fixed to 1 and no padding is used.
Layer L8 represents segment level output. It is a convolutional layer consisting of C s filters of size 1 × 1. C s is the number of class in the dataset. Sigmoid non-linear activation function is used at this secondary output layer. The final global pooling player, P , maps the segment level outputs from L8 to full recording level outputs. In this case we use average function to perform this mapping. That is the recording-level posterior for each class is the average of the segment-level posteriors for each class.
B. Characteristics of WAL-Net
This network design embodies the different aspects of weakly labeled audio data outlined at the beginning of this section. The network is fully convolutional which allows it to handle recording of variable length. It is designed to predict posteriors at recording level by first predicting class posteriors at small segments. The principle applied here is that we scan through the recording and predict outputs at every small segment. Once we know what happened at segment level, we can use it to assign what will happen at recording level. In principle, this segment to recording level mapping of posteriors can be done by a different functions. For example, one can also use max function. This would imply that the recording level posterior for a class is the highest probability of occurrence of that event across different segments. We use average because empirically we found that it works better than max. It is possible to design other complex mapping function as well.
The network design controls the size of the segments over which posteriors are predicted. The amount by which the segment moves can also be controlled by the network design as per requirement. In the specific case of WAL-Net presented in Fig 1 (and used in this work) , the segment size is 128 frames (∼ 1.5 seconds) and the segment can be thought of as moving by 64 frames (∼ 0.75 seconds). Hence, consecutive segments overlap by 50%. The number of segments obtained after layer L8 depends on the duration of the audio recording. For example, one can easily verify that an audio recording consisting of 864 logmel frames (X ∈ R 864×128 ) will produce K = 12 segments at L8. If needed these segment level outputs can give temporal localization of the event as well. Hence, the network is capable of localizing events despite learning from weakly labeled data.
C. Multi Label Training for WAL-Net
An audio recording can have multiple classes present in it. The weakly labeled Audioset, on an average consists of 2.7 labels per recording. Hence, the training procedure needs to consider presence of multiple labels in the recording. The output of WAL-Net gives class specific posteriors for any given input. The binary cross entropy loss with respect to each class is then given by Eq. 1.
y c is the target output for c th class, 1 if c th event is marked to be present and 0 otherwise. pc = WAL-Net(X) is the network output for the c th class. The training loss is the mean of losses over all classes
IV. LABEL NOISES AND CORRESPONDING EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS A. Labels Density Label density signifies how much of a given audio recording actually contains the the tagged event. In weakly labeled data, we only know whether an event is present or not. We do not know what portion of the recording actually contains the marked event. Hence, the concept of label density and correspondingly label density noise is naturally embodied into weakly label learning. We formally define label density (LD) of a recording R, with respect to an audio event e as LD e R = Duration (seconds) f or which e ispresent in R Length (seconds) of R
Correspondingly, label density noise (LDN) is defined as LDN e R = 1 − LD e R . Label density noise is a measure of weakness of a recording with respect to a given event. In other words, how weak are the labels for a given weakly labeled audio recording. A one-minute long audio recording where a sound event is present for only a couple of seconds is a much more weaker representation of the event, compared to a similar audio recording where the event is present for almost three-quarters of the duration of the recording.
Understanding how label density affects the learning process in weakly supervised paradigm is important. However, designing an evaluation strategy to measure the impact of label density on generalization capabilities of trained models is not straight forward. Any such method would require one to measure label density of in all recordings with respect to each event. This would clearly require manually obtaining the duration for which a given event is present in the audio recording. Clearly, this cannot be done for a large scale dataset such as Audioset. Hence, we consider an alternative view on label density which allows us to empirically study its impact on weakly labeled AED.
The alternate view is based on the intuition that if we mine weakly labeled audio from the web, then the expected density of labels for a given audio event will be lower for long duration audio recordings. In other words, on an average long duration audio recordings will have higher "label density noise" compared to shorter audio recordings.
Taking this alternate view, we design our experiment as follows. We consider Audioset, a large scale weakly labeled dataset for sound events. Audioset provides weak labels for YouTube audio recordings. Weak labeling was manually done on audio recordings of 10 seconds duration (a small fraction are of less than 10 seconds). These 10 seconds audio segments were actually obtained from longer YouTube videos.
Let us represent the Audioset training data by tuples of form i and E i . We request the readers to take a quick look at the label sets provided by Audioset 8 to understand this aspect. R i 's are mostly 10 seconds long recordings and will have label densities likely on the higher side. For each Y T i id in training set, we consider the audio from S i − 10 seconds to E i + 10 seconds. Clearly, the set of L i events are present in this audio as well and hence we obtain 30 seconds long weakly labeled audio recordings. Those Y T i id where the total duration of YouTube video is less than 30 seconds, we simply consider the whole recording. We call the obtained weakly labeled set as Audioset-At-30. It is expected that on an average the label density of events in Audioset-At-30 will be lower than Audioset. Similarly, we obtain Audioset-At-60 by considering
id which are of less than 60 seconds are taken entirely. Audioset-At-60 is expected to have even lower label density or higher label density noise. We train our proposed WAL-Net on all three sets and analyze how label density affects the performance. Since our network is designed to handle audio recordings of variable length, varying length of recordings is not a problem.
B. Corrupted Labels Noise
Corrupted labels or wrong labels is possible due to a variety of reasons. Sound events are often hard to interpret which might present difficulties in labeling recordings even when manually done. This is especially true for YouTube quality audio recordings where "signal noise" can create further difficulties in understanding and labeling the audio events. For Audioset, the authors themselves checked a random sample of 10 recordings for each event and provided a confidence on correctness or quality of labels 9 . One can observe that this confidence is less than 90% for several events.
Quality of labels can reduce by a considerable amount when we try to directly mine audio from web and automate the weak labeling by using metadata associated with audios (videos) to assign labels. Both false positive as well as false negative assignment of labels are possible. That is we may mark an event to be present in the recording when its not. Similarly, we might miss the presence of an event and mark the recording to not contain the given sound event. Since one of the major motivation behind weak labels is the fact that we can exploit large amount of audio from web by automatically labeling them and then train large scale models; it is imperative that we take a closer look at this form of label noise.
We analyze this form of label noise by corrupting the labels in Audioset. We treat the labels from Audioset as perfect or at 0% corruption. We note that this is actually not true. However, Audioset has been manually labeled and it is the best one can possibly do for a collection of over 500 sound events. Hence, we consider Audioset as having perfect labels without any noise. We then gradually increase the amount of corrupted labels by manually corrupting the assigned labels in Audioset. More specifically, for a portion of the labeled tuples
The corruption process is done in a stratified way such that around r% labels for each event get corrupted. r% includes both false positive and false negative label noises. Moreover, we perform the corruption in a way such that the number of recordings marked to contain the recording remains consistent with respect to original labels. We perform analysis on different values of r. The set of corrupted labels for each r will be released for future works.
C. Weakly Labeled Audio In the Wild
This part tries to understand challenges of label noise in weakly labeled audio in a situation where both of the above forms of label noises can occur in abundance. We directly obtain audio from YouTube for a given sound event and then train our model using these data. We apply a simple but effective filtering approach by retrieving videos based on the search queries of form "<sound event name > sound". Adding the word "sound" leads to a considerable improvement in retrieval of relevant videos on YouTube.
For each event we consider the top 50 retrieved videos (under 4 minutes duration) and mark these to contain the event. If a video is retrieved for multiple events, they are accordingly multi-labeled. We call this training set YouTubewild. In YouTube-wild label noises in all forms occur. Label density can vary from 0 to 1. Since the retrieval is not perfect, marking all top 50 videos to contain the event introduces false positive labeling, implying we are assigning a positive label to the recording even when the event is not present. False negative labels also gets naturally introduced in the process, as a retrieved video V for an event, e 1 , might contain another event, e 2 , as well. But unless V was retrieved for e 2 also, we do not know this and we mark e 2 to be not present in V . 9 https://research.google.com/audioset/dataset/index.html Several of the audio events in Audioset have vague names and represent an extremely broad meaning. The automated labeling process described in the previous paragraph leads to more or less useless results for these events. Hence, for this part we worked with a smaller subset of events; selecting those which have more definite meaning. That is those for which retrieval leads to somewhat meaningful and relevant set of audio recordings. The selection process also factors in the total number of examples available for the event in Audioset. We select events for which more examples are available in Audioset. We do this because we wanted to analyze how YouTube-wild compares with Audioset, which is manually labeled. It is desirable that we work with events for which higher number of examples are available in Audioset, to better understand where YouTube-wild training stand in comparison to Audioset. YouTube-wild is collected and labeled without manual effort and contains long duration audio recordings, against Audioset, which is manually labeled and weak labels are over relatively short 10 seconds recordings. Since, the source of both is YouTube, signal noise is expected to be similar. The two forms of "label noise", however, are going to make the most difference. More details in experiments section.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Dataset
We use AudioSet [10] in our experiments, a large scale weakly labeled dataset consisting of 527 sound events. The dataset comes pre-divided into 3 sets. We use the balanced training set as the training set for our experiments. The balanced training set consists of a total of 21508 audio recordings. The actual balanced training set available from Audioset is slightly larger, some of the videos were not available for download at the time we downloaded them. Most of the recordings are of 10 seconds duration, although a few are less than 10 seconds as well. The total training data is approximately 60 hours of data. We use the Eval set from Audioset as the test set in our experiments. The Eval set consists of a total of 19,789 recordings. The training and test sets consists of atleast 59 examples per class. We sample out a collection of 12,676 recordings from Unbalanced set of Audioset to use as validation set in our experiments. This validation set consists of atleast 30 examples per class. Audioset is a multi-label dataset and on an average 2.7 labels per recording are present. The distribution of labels across different events is unbalanced. Fig 2 shows this imbalance. 
B. Acoustic Features, Implementation and Evaluation Metrics
We use Logmel spectrograms as acoustic features for audio recordings. All audio recordings are sampled at 44.1 KHz sampling frequency. A window of ∼ 23ms (1024 points) and window hop size of ∼ 11.5 ms is used. The number of mel bands is set to 128. Hence, each frame of X ∈ R k × 128 corresponds to the logmel representation of a 32 ms window. As mentioned in Section III, WAL-Net is designed to produce outputs for a 128 frame segment moving by 64 frames. This corresponds to a segment size of ∼ 1.5 seconds and segment hop size of ∼ 0.75 seconds.
We use Pytorch 10 deep learning toolkit in our experiments. Hyper parameters such as learning rate is tuned using the validation set. Adam optimization [45] is used for training the networks and model selection (across different epochs) and parameter tuning is done using the validation set.
We use average precision (AP) [46] and area under ROC curves for each event (AUC) [47] as evaluation metrics. Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Mean Area Under ROC curves (MAUC) over all events are used as overall evaluation metrics. Temporal localization performance numbers are not reported because Audioset does not provide temporal information to compute any suitable metric. Table I shows MAP and MAUC on evaluation set over all 527 sound events. For the purpose of comparison we also show reported numbers in [48] . Note that the training and evaluation might vary slightly in these two cases as per the availability of YouTube videos when they were downloaded. WAL-Net is able to achieve almost similar MAUC when compared to [48] . It is not possible to show the AP and AUC numbers for all 527 events. Table II shows performance numbers for 10 events for which best AP are obtained and 10 events for which worst AP are obtained. Corresponding AUC values are also reported. An important worth noting from Table II is that performance is very high for events which are very specific and have 10 http://pytorch.org/ (-2%) salient characteristics, such as music, bagpipes, siren whereas ambiguous events such as Harmonic, Burst pop, inside-public space are harder to understand for WAL-Net. The ambiguities in content not only makes it harder for the network to learn these events but most likely the weakly labeled examples of these events in Audioset contains higher signal and label noise.
C. Audioset Performance
D. Analyzing Label Density
The experimental setup for this part follows the procedure described in Section IV-A. For the training set in Audioset, we created two additional sets, namely, Audioset-At-30 and Audioset-At-60. Audioset-At-30 and Audioset-At-60 are approximately 180 and 360 hours of audio data respectively. These two additional training sets have higher label density noise compared to original Audioset. We train WAL-Net on original Audioset, Audioset-At-30 and Audioset-At-60. The validation and evaluation sets are kept same as before. As usual validation set was in parameter tuning. The original Audioset gives label density at 10 seconds segment. Hence, we are analyzing the performance of models trained on datasets for which weak labels are available at 10 seconds, 30 seconds and 60 seconds granularity. Table III shows the effect of label density change in MAP and MAUC numbers. The MAP value decreases by a sharp 12% in relative terms as we move from weak labels at 10 seconds long audio recordings in Audioset to 30 seconds long audio recordings in Audioset-At-30. The drop in performance is evident in both MAP and MAUC numbers. However, going from 30 to seconds leads to an additional drop of only 4% for MAP. No significant change in MAUC is observed. This shows an interesting behavior. As we increase the recording durations from 10 to 30 seconds, the model is not able to learn well from relatively reduced label density. However, increasing audio lengths also increases the total amount of training data and one might attribute this behavior to the increased training data. Larger training data have been known to improve the robustness of deep learning models. This characteristic of deep learning methods starts showing up when we train on Audioset-At-60. Although, the performance does go down due to reduced label density, training on larger amount of data does improve the robustness of WAL-Net and the drop in performance is restricted to a certain extent. Hence, when weak label learning is done on long duration recordings, it is desirable to use large amounts of data to counter the effects of increased label density noise. Table IV shows 10 events for which maximum drop (relative) in AP is observed for Audioset-At-30 compared to Audioset. For the purpose of showing events in Table IV , we considered only those whose AP is more than the MAP (0.196). Similarly, Table V shows the same for Audioset-At- 60. For these 10 events, on an average around 62% drop in AP is seen for Audioset-At-30 and 65% for Audioset-At-60. Note that the set of events for which maximal drop is observed for Audioset-At-30 and Audioset-At-60 are different. Interestingly, most of the events in these two lists, except for Pink Noise, Music of Bollywood, Music Africa have unique and specific characteristics and are easily identifiable by humans. One can then argue that such events are more prone to suffer from label density noise.
E. Analysis of Labels Corruption
The analysis of label noise in terms of corrupted labels follows the procedure outlined in IV-B. We use 9 different values of r, the level of artificially induced corruptions in labels. Correspondingly, 9 different training sets are obtained. A WAL-Net is trained on each of these training sets. The validation and evaluation sets remain as before. Fig. 3 shows MAP values for different values of r. r = 0 corresponds to the original training set from Audioset.
Adding around 2% noise in labels leads to around 8.7% drop in MAP performance. The model remains fairly robust to additional noise till r = 5. In fact increasing noise labels to around 20% noise. r = 20% leads to an extra drop of only 4% in MAP, compared to the performance at r = 4%. This shows that WAl-Net is robust to a certain extent to label noise. At very high r = 40 and r = 50, as expected a sharp decrease in performance is noted. The MAP at these r are 12.93(−34%) and 12.1(−38%).
Overall, we can state that corrupted labels are important and depending on the amount of label noise, a considerable drop in performance can be observed. Still, a deep learning model like WAL-Net seems robust to a certain extent. Future works on AED using weak labels, especially those relying on YouTube data should factor in the possibility of corrupted labels and model accordingly. As pointed out earlier, even manually labeled dataset like Audioset is not free of label Table VI shows top 10 events for which maximum relative drop in performance is observed. The drop of around 90% for Firecracker is especially noticeable. On an average these 10 events show a drop of 77% in performance. There is drop of around 10.5% in AUC values as well. Note that two events, Cattle bovine and Moo are expected to often co-occur together. For these two events we have almost similar performance and the performance after noise addition is also similar. This is consistent with the design of our labels corruption strategy.
F. Weakly Labeled Audio in the Wild
In this Section, we analyze the situation in which the previous two forms of "label noise" occurs naturally and in fact in abundance, which is going to affect the learning process. We work directly with audio (video) obtained from YouTube and labeled without any manual intervention. The procedure follows the process outlined in Section IV-C. As noted in Section IV-C, we work with only a small subset of events from Audioset, events with salient characteristics and "names" which can be used in query terms to yield at least somewhat relevant results from YouTube.
We selected a total of 40 sound events and obtained training examples for them from YouTube by the process described We train WAL-Net (with C s = 40) on YouTube-wild. We also train WAL-Net (C s = 40) on the subset Audioset training set, which contains audio recordings belonging to only these 40 sound events. We call this subset of of Audioset training set as Audioset-40. The subset of Audioset validation and evaluation sets which contains only recordings belonging to only these 40 events are used as validation and evaluation set in these experiments.
Table VII compares performance on Audioset-40 and YouTube-Wild. One can observe the considerable difference between the performance of these training sets. Audioset-40 is manual labeled dataset and is also expected to have reasonably good label density as recordings are of 10 seconds duration. On the other hand, YouTube-wild is not manually labeled or even verified and is expected to have large number corrupted labels. Moreover, YouTube-wild consists of very long duration recordings (upto 4 minutes) and hence even those where the weak labels are correct, label density noise can be very high. Together these two forms of noises severely affects the learning process. Even though WAL-Net showed reasonably good robustness in the previous sections, we observe that learning sound events from wild web data without any manual intervention is an extremely difficult task. Future works on large scale AED needs to develop algorithms which can address these challenges. Table VIII shows 10 best and worst performing events for YouTube-Wild. Corresponding Audioset-40 numbers for these events are shown the Table. Even for the 10 event where YouTube-Wild does really well, compared to Audioset-40 an average drop of 55% in AP is noted. At the same time, there are a few events such as Chicken, Rooster among best 10 and Bus, Motorboat and Motorcycle among worst 10 where both sets perform equally well or not. Table IX shows 10 events for which highest percentage drop in performance is observed. Corresponding AUC values are also shows in parenthesis. As expected the average drop over these cases is very high, greater than 80%. Interestingly, 3 of the classes (Train, Rail Transport, and Railroad Car-Wagon) are broadly expected to fetch similar results from YouTube. For all of these 3 classes performance drop is large.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we attempted to understand the challenges in large scale AED using weakly labeled data. We first described a CNN based framework to learn from weak labeled audio recordings. The network design embodies several desirable characteristics from the perspective of weakly labeled audio event detection. It can handle recordings of variable length, the network design controls segment sizes over which secondary outputs are produced and can be adjusted. This removes any additional pre-processing step. The network is able to achieve state-of-art performance (using balanced training set) of Audioset.
We then described different ways in which label noise manifests itself in weakly labeled data. We proposed experimental designs which can help study the effect of these factors. In particular, we looked into how label density and labels corruption affects performance. Moreover, we also considered directly mining weakly labeled data from web and compared it with Audioset, which has been manually labeled over shorter audio recordings. The primary motivation behind these is to understand the challenges and help future works on AED with weak labels adapt accordingly. Mining weakly labeled data from web is not easy and one needs to bring in sophisticated algorithms to assign weak labels to the audios. Label density as described in this work naturally comes in weak label learning paradigm. Algorithms should be designed to handle audio recordings with wide range of label densities. Corruption in noise labels is another important factor and again robustness to a certain extent again labels corruption is desirable.
